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Abstract Self-reconfigurable modular robots have an intriguingly flexible design,
composing a single robot with many small modules that can autonomously move
to transform the robot’s shape and structure. Each module may only have limited
processing and memory resources. This makes scaling to a large number of modules quite challenging. This paper introduces a novel distributed locomotion algorithm for lattice-style self-reconfigurable robots which uses constant memory per
module with constant computation and constant communication for each attempted module movement. Our major contributions in this paper is motion planning for
self-reconfigurable modular robotics that is (1) scalable, (2) speedy, and most importantly, (3) stable. Our algorithm guarantees physical stability in the presence of
gravity. By utilizing some robot modules to create a static support structure, other
modules are able to move freely through the interior of this structure with minimal path planning and without causing instabilities or losing connectivity. This approach also permits the robot’s locomotion speed to remain nearly constant even as
the number of modules in the robot grows very large. Our algorithm makes use of
a distributed approach through coordination within small groups of modules. These
groups are dynamically formed whenever they are needed, and disassembled when
no longer needed. Additionally, we have developed methods to overcome dropped
messages between modules or delays in module computation or movement. Empirical results from our simulation are also presented to demonstrate the scalability and
locomotion speed advantages of this approach.
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1 Introduction
Throughout nature, a recurring concept is that of a collection of simple structures
combining to form something much more complex and versatile. Self-reconfigurable
(SR) robots seek to implement this concept using a collection of robotic “modules”
which can autonomously move to reconfigure the overall shape and structure of the
robot. A key problem faced by these robots is how to generate locomotion. Many

Fig. 1 Left: Three modules at the back of a Robomotion tunnel coordinate to move into that tunnel.
Right: A Robomotion tunnel snakes around two brown obstacles. Yellow modules are moving.

prior algorithms have done this, but very few have been able to scale to robots with
very large numbers of modules while only using robotic structures – configurations of modules – which are stable in the presence of gravity. We introduce such
a method here with our Robomotion algorithm, which focuses on 3 main goals:
scalability, speed, and stability.
For Goal 1, scalability, we mean that the algorithm could reasonably be expected
to execute on a SR robot, implemented in hardware, composed of thousands or
millions of modules. This means that the memory per module must be sub-linear in
the number of modules and decisions made by each module can only be based on
local information (i.e. from nearby neighbor modules). As we describe in Section
3, our algorithm achieves per module constant bounds on memory, processing, and
communication. This has allowed us to simulate robots with over 2 million modules.
For Goal 2, speed, we are actually interested in the locomotion speed of the
robots. There are two parts to creating fast locomotion: the physical movement approach and the means of controlling it. For large collections of modules, a small
group of them will not be strong enough to move the rest of the robot. Prior work
avoided this limitation by having some modules remain stationary while other modules flowed from the robot’s back to its front. We have also adapted this approach
for our Robomotion algorithm. For equally scalable control, a very distributed algorithm is required. Our algorithm achieves this by using straight tunnels through
the robot’s interior through which modules can travel. These tunnels act much like
highways: fewer movement options allow for increased speed and efficiency.
For Goal 3, stability, we want to guarantee that our robot will not collapse under
its own weight. This is a difficult global property to maintain because SR robots are
able to form so many different shapes, many of which are unstable in the presence of
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gravity. Figure 2 shows how a slight change to 1
module’s position can dramatically affect stability.
In Config 1, the inter-module connections A1 -B1 and
A2 -B2 experience very small tension and shear forces
due to the weights of modules B1 and B2 , respectively. However, by moving 1 module, in Config 2 Fig. 2 A: A subtle change makthose same inter-module connections must support ing a big stability difference.
B: A convex-corner transition
all modules stacked above A1 , a far greater amount from side to top by Module S.
of shear and tension force bounded only by the height of the stack. Compression
forces in other parts of the robot are about the same for either situation but are less
important. Similar to large manmade structures, most SR robot hardware implementations handle compression forces much better than shear or tension forces on
inter-module connections.
Although difficult to maintain, stability is a critical property. A real robot which
loses efficiency will just move slowly. A real robot which loses stability will break
hardware units. This cannot be a property that is probabilistically met. It must be
guaranteed. For our Robomotion algorithm presented here, we guarantee stability
while assuming only a very limited set of physical abilities for modules.
In addition to our 3 main goals, we make our algorithm more realistic by handling potential hardware errors: message drops and module delays in computation or
movement. We also disallow convex-corner transitions by individual modules (move
around a convex corner formed by 2 orthogonal surfaces as in Figure 2, Part B) as
many hardware implementations have had difficulty executing these movements.
To accomplish our goals, our algorithm has a distributed approach through coordination within small groups of modules. These groups are dynamically formed
whenever they are needed, and disassembled when no longer needed. In a sense,
modules act like biological stem cells, able to join any group and take on whatever
role is required. Dynamically forming a group requires consensus that each module
has agreed to join the group and precisely which role each will take. Proving that
a consensus will always be reached becomes difficult when the needs of the robot
could change at any time (i.e. the robot could be instructed to reverse its locomotion
direction or to turn), when different modules hear about those changes at different times (since we rely on module-to-module communication), and when messages
sent between modules are not guaranteed to always be received.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey the
relevant literature. In Section 3 we give a general overview for how Robomotion addresses our goals described above. Section 4 describes our simulation of Robomotion and gives results from several experimental trials we used to compare our algorithm to the leading prior work on this topic. In Section 5 we present our conclusions
and describe future work. Detailed pseudo-code and proofs are omitted here but are
included at http://www.cs.duke.edu/∼reif/paper/slee/robomotion/robomotion.pdf .
The primary contributions of this paper are Robomotion’s algorithmic design and
the experimental results from its simulation.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Prior Work on Self-reconfigurable Modular Robots
Self-reconfigurable modular robotic systems have been surveyed in [57, 11, 35, 17,
58, 16, 51, 52, 32, 1]
A wide variety of self-reconfigurable modular robotic systems have been envisioned; these include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UBot [20, 64, 65] which provides for multi-mode locomotion and self-reconfiguration,
ATRON modules [4, 3] with rule-based control,
CEBOT [13, 14] whose self-organization is based on cell structures,
CRYSTAL modules [41]
PolyBot [60]
M-TRAN [34, 61, 62, 24, 36, 37, 25], a modular reconfigurable robotic system,
ATRON [38, 20], which is an autonomous version of the M-TRAN,
Moteins [8] which are foldable linear arrays of modular robots,
Conro [7] modular reconfigurable robots,
Unit-compressible [5, 6] modulare robots,
Programmable Matter Microstructures [17, 18, 19],
SUPERBOT [42, 44, 45] multi-functional modular self-reconfigurable robotic
system,
• ReBiS [53], a reconfigurable bipedal snake robot model,
• circular loops of modular robots [43] which move by dynamic rolling, and
• Cross-Ball [29, 30], a morphogenetic self-reconfigurable modular robot model.
Also researchers have developed for mobile modular self-reconfigurable robots:
various simulators (Robot3D [56]) and programming models [63]. Further, opensource modular robotics kits are described in [66].
A wide variety of self-reconfiguration methods for modular robots have been
investigated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global locomotion and directed growth from local interaction [46, 47, 50],
Hierarchical self-reconfiguration in [2],
Morphology-independent strategies [10],
Automatic configuration recognition methods [39],
Distributed control of the center of mass of a modular robot [31],
Use of cellular automata and gradients to control self-reconfiguration [48],
Trajectory generation and steering optimization [55],
Shape-shifting techniques [27, 28, 26].
Local and parallel reconfiguration algorithm for cube style modular robots [54],
and
• Disassembly and repair techniques [22, 15, 49, 59].
The efficiency [9, 21, 23] and the scalability in [40, 12] of some self-reconfiguration
methods for modular robots have also been investigated.
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2.2 Related Work on Self-reconfigurable Modular Robots with
Scalable Locomotion
In order to achieve highly scalable locomotion – for robots with thousands or millions of modules – we must have distributed control algorithms that use sub-linear

Fig. 3 Left: A Waterflow style algorithm by Butler et. al. [6] Middle: The Million Module March
algorithm. [12] Right: Robomotion in simulation.

memory and processing per module. The best previous example is the Million Module March (MMM) algorithm by Fitch and Butler [12]. The robot’s goal is to reach
a specified goal region and each module executes the same, limited plan: repeatedly
calculate its best route to a desired goal region based on the routes chosen by neighboring modules. In this way modules closer to the goal region pass information back
to modules further away. This approach is flexible and was shown to work on a robot
with just over 2 million modules. However, it did not consider physical stability and
so would create configurations which would be unstable in the presence of gravity.
Also, the constant replanning of routes in MMM can lead to inefficient locomotion.
Aside from MMM, the other main approach to highly scalable locomotion for
lattice-style SR robots is not a specific algorithm but a general technique known as
waterflow or cluster flow. In this algorithm, modules in the middle of the robot stay
in place while modules at the back move up, slide across the top, and then come
to the front of the robot to reattach there. Continual repetitions of this generate locomotion that looks like water flowing along the ground. Algorithms implementing
this technique have been made by several research groups [3, 6, 24].
As other researchers have noted4 , the key to generating fast locomotion with
these techniques is to have a high ratio of moving modules to total modules in the
robot. In this paper we refer to this ratio as the Simultaneous Active Movement
(SAM) rate which we describe further in Section 3. Both the waterflow technique
and MMM restrict module movement to the exterior surface of the robot. For dense
robot shapes, which are more likely to be stable, we would expect the SAM rate
to drop as the number of modules grows and more modules become trapped in the
robot’s interior. We empirically verify this with our simulation results given in Section 4, and also show that Robomotion instead maintains a high SAM rate by allowing interior module movement. Of course, the SAM rate of an algorithm will drop
4

From page 5 of [3]: “the speed is proportional to the ratio of moving meta-modules relative to
the total number of meta-modules.”
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even faster if we use a slow control algorithm. One highly scalable implementation
of waterflow by Butler et. al. used stateless local rules to reduce computation [6].
However, later analysis found this approach to be unwieldy as standard programbased control had tens of rules while stateless local controllers had hundreds of
rules. [4]
One implementation of the cluster flow (waterflow) technique by Brandt and
Christensen used meta-modules as the basic units. In that work, the authors noted
that for locomotion, ”the speed is proportional to the ratio of moving meta-modules
relative to the total number of meta-modules” [p.5] [3]. In this paper, we refer to that
ratio as the Simultaneous Active Movement (SAM) Rate which will be introduced
later in Section 4 as one metric for comparing locomotion algorithms. That section
looks at the locomotion speeds and SAM rates for our own Robomotion algorithm,
for MMM, and for an example waterflow algorithm.
In their simulation experiments (which used 2D configurations), the authors also
found that this movement ratio could be approximated by the ratio of the exterior
periphery of a robot’s configuration compared to the overall area of that 2D configuration. Thus, compact configurations began with slower locomotion speeds and
sped up after the configuration spread out during locomotion (giving more surface
area for modules to travel). We expect this delay while spreading out the configuration would be even more significant for 3D configurations since surface to volume
ratios are lower for spheres and cubes than for circles and squares. Our Robomotion
algorithm avoids this problem by permitting module movement through the interior
of the robot. Another implementation of waterflow by Rus et. al. used stateless local
rules for a scalable approach [6]. However, later analysis found this approach to be
unwieldy as standard program-based control had tens of rules while stateless local
controllers had hundreds of rules. [4]
General reconfiguration algorithms could also be used for locomotion by continually requesting new configurations in the desired direction of movement. However,
most are not highly scalable as they require linear memory for at least one module.
Some are also too slow due to requiring linear time for planning or, worst of all,
using a centralized planner. One reconfiguration algorithm that did use sub-linear
memory is the scale-independent algorithm of Nagpal and Støy [49]. This specified
the goal region as overlapping rectangular boxes and then placed modules into the
goal region relative to the scale of the boxes. This algorithm forms static scaffolding
in the goal region first so other “wandering” modules can flow freely through the
gaps that are formed. However, Nagpal and Støy found that their scheme had worse
performance compared to traditional reconfiguration algorithms in terms of number
of moves, time steps, and messages.
A similar reconfiguration algorithm by Støy was not scale independent but still
used that scaffolding technique [48]. Here static modules in the scaffolding would
send out signals to attract wandering modules to new locations. This algorithm could
be adapted to locomotion but would have some movement inefficiencies since multiple wandering modules can be attracted to a single open location. Also, no guarantees about physical stability are made and the algorithm’s guarantee for connectivity
(a property described in Section 3.2) only holds if modules in the scaffolding never
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move once they join that scaffolding. For locomotion, portions of the scaffolding
would continually need to be removed and moved elsewhere. Doing this safely becomes difficult when the robot could change its movement direction at any time
and module actions are asynchronous. Another approach given by Ravichandran,
Gordon, and Goldstein [40] used only O(log n) memory per module while finding
a bijection between initial positions of modules and the desired target positions.
However, that work did not focus on the motion plan to reconfigure those modules.
Some reconfiguration algorithms allow “tunneling” module movement through
the interior of the robot’s structure [54, 5], a key property of our own Robomotion algorithm. However, since there is no central coordination between the planned
paths for modules, the SAM rate for these prior tunneling algorithms is likely to
be similar to that of MMM, which also uses a decentralized, greedy approach. The
SAM rate for the MMM algorithm is considered in Section 4 of this paper. Also,
these tunneling algorithms do not guarantee physical stability.
The Robomotion algorithm described in this paper is for lattice-style SR robots,
but fast locomotion has been demonstrated in hardware for small chain-style SR
robots. In this style the robots form kinematic chains or loops. Work by Yim et. al.
may have the fastest locomotion demonstration [43], but other work by Yim [63],
Shen et. al. [44], and Murata et. al. [35, 61] show various locomotion gaits with
walkers, snake-like sidewinders, or rolling loops. However, if gravity is considered,
these techniques would not scale to moving very large robots (with thousands or
millions of modules) and are not directly applicable to lattice-style robots.
Physical stability occurs in hardware demonstrations for SR robots, but the topic
of stability has not been heavily studied for highly scalable theoretical algorithms.
Prior work by Shen et. al. has shown how to balance a chain-type SR robot by calculating the center of mass of the robot in a distributed manner [31]. However, this
did not consider physical stability in the sense of guaranteeing limits on shear and
tension forces experienced between adjacent modules. These stability guarantees
are a key contribution of the Robomotion algorithm presented in this paper, along
with its high scalability and movement efficiency benefits.

3 Overview of Intuition for Robomotion
To make our theoretical algorithm applicable to as many lattice-style robot hardware
types as possible, Robomotion assumes the commonly-used Sliding Cube abstract
model [22]. In this model each module is represented as a cube and modules are able
to slide along flat surfaces formed by other cubes and make convex and concave
transitions between those surfaces. Communication occurs with messages passed
between adjacent modules. It has been shown that algorithms made for this model
can be executed by a range of hardware implementations [22]. To further extend the
applicability of our Robomotion algorithm, we disallow convex transitions as this
action is hard for many hardware implementations. We now describe our Robomotion algorithm and the intuition behind it. Again, our main goals for this work were:
fast locomotion speed, physical stability, and high scalability.
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3.1 Fast Locomotion
To help evaluate the speed of our locomotion algorithm, we define the Simultaneous Active Movement (SAM) rate as the ratio of the number of moving modules
compared to the total number of modules in the robot. Prior work has noted how locomotion speed for lattice-style SR robots correlates closely with this metric [3] and
that this rate tends to correlate with the exterior surface area of the robot5 [3, 12].
Asymptotically, an ideal SAM rate would be 1:1. This occurs when, on average, a
constant fraction of modules in the robot are able to simultaneously move. To get a
high SAM rate we’ll need to have the surface area of the robot – which is the area
along which modules can travel – to be asymptotically equal to the volume of the
robot. A robot only two modules high could have the top surface of modules move
for a 1:1 SAM rate, but in general as the number of modules grows large keeping one
dimension asymptotically shorter than another is difficult to achieve or maintain.
Instead, our Robomotion algorithm uses interior movement to reach a 1:1 SAM
rate. Modules begin at the back of the robot and move to new positions at the front,
just like in the Waterflow approach described in our Related Work Section. However,
now modules move through interior tunnels instead of across the exterior surface of
the robot. By using a constant fraction of the robot’s volume to move modules, we
can achieve a 1:1 SAM rate. The tradeoff is that interior movement makes physical
stability a harder property to maintain.

3.2 Stable Locomotion
Most SR robot algorithms do not consider stability, but most do maintain another
global property: connectivity. For this property, each module in the robot has a path
(series of physical connections) to any other module in the robot. For stability, it
helps to consider the common prior approach to connectivity: safety searches.
Prior Solution: Safety Searches With this method, before any module m moves it
first finds alternate paths to connect its neighbors. Module m then locks into place
any modules on these paths before m itself can move. This technique was used by
the highly scalable MMM algorithm [12]. However, there are three main drawbacks
to this approach. (1) If we allow unbounded searches, a single search could be very
slow. In the worst case we would have a single loop of all n modules in a robot and
would have to go through all of them to make an alternate path, finally allowing 1
module to move. (2) If we bound searches, then we might miss the opportunity to
move modules that could have safely moved, thereby lowering the robot’s SAM rate.
Finally, (3) without any global coordination, the movement of modules can become
very random and the structure formed for the robot becomes hard to predict.
For modules moving through the robots interior, these paths are really tunnels.
Without global coordination, random module movements can quickly create complex internal mazes of tunnels and verifying stability becomes much more complex
than the simple “find any path” searches needed for connectivity. Just as we would
5

From page 9 of [12]: ”We note that for simple cubic shapes, the surface area of the robot increases
with n2/3 , so in fact we should expect parallelism relative to n to decrease as the robot gets bigger.”
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not trust the stability of gold mining tunnels that were randomly dug above and below each other, for an SR robot we need to be more coordinated in how we form
these interior movement tunnels.
Our New Solution: Support Columns Our Robomotion algorithm avoids these
tricky situations by using static support columns placed at repeated intervals through
the robotic structure. Modules in these support columns do not move and so can
provide support. Modules between these columns attach to them for support and are
free to move without fear of causing instabilities. To form these support columns,
we use repeated groupings of 3 modules which we refer to as L-groups. An example L-group is pictured at the far left of Figure 4 while the other portions of that
figure show how L-groups can be stacked into a column or into a set of adjacent
columns to form a full robot structure. The gaps in pictures (b) and (c) of Figure 4
– which account for 1/4 of the available volume in those structures – show where
other modules could travel freely through the structure. If we can keep new modules
constantly moving through these gaps then we’ll have our desired 1:1 SAM rate.

Fig. 4 From left: (a) a single L-group; (b) 1 line of columns; (c) multiple adjacent column lines to
show what a full robot looks like; (d) our simulation implementation with L-groups in purple and
moving modules in green.

Define a slice of modules as a set of modules all having the same coordinate position for a given axis direction (assuming those directional axes are aligned with the
rows and columns of our robot’s lattice structure). Robomotion generates locomotion by repeatedly disassembling the columns of modules in the backmost slice of
the robot, sending those modules through the interior tunnels, and finally assembling
a new slice of modules (forming new support columns) at the front of the robot. We
can actually disassemble or assemble an entire slice in parallel and still maintain
stability. Keeping columns close together bounds the number of modules hanging
from the side of any given column module. Assembling at most 1 slice at the front,
and 1 slice at the back, of the robot at a given time limits the number of modules
hanging from the front and back of any column module. If each module has roughly
the same weight, this also means that we’ve bounded the amount of shear or tension
force experienced on the connection between any pair of modules.

3.3 Scalable Locomotion
This support column structure also permits a highly scalable locomotion algorithm.
The only safety checks we need come while assembling or disassembling a column
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(as part of a slice). These checks are: (1) consensus between modules in an L-group
to decide to disassemble or to decide if assembly of that L-group is complete, and
(2) messages between L-groups (in the back slice) from the top down to state when a
column is ready to be disassembled, and messages from the bottom up (front slice)
to state when a new column has finished being assembled, and (3) 1-directional
horizontal messages (perpendicular to movement direction) between L-groups to
state when a slice is ready to be disassembled or has finished being assembled.
Only constant-bounded memory and communication is needed. Disassembly or
assembly communication really only involves 5 modules: the 3 modules in an Lgroup, a module from an adjacent L-group above (for disassembly) or below (for
assembly) stating that the column is ready, and a module from a side-adjacent Lgroup stating that a slice is ready. Thus, a module only needs to know state about
its own L-group (if it’s in one) and to receive messages from neighbors. Thus, each
module needs only a constant-bounded amount of memory if we put a limit on the
number of messages “yet to be read” for any module. Overflow messages could
be dropped as that challenge is also handled by Robomotion (as described later in
Subsection 3.6). Modules moving through the robots interior can just follow directions given by adjacent L-group modules. Therefore moving modules only need to
remember their state (i.e. that they are moving) and the most recent move direction
order received.
Only constant-bounded processing is needed as well. Inside of the robot, only
1 module per L-group does anything: it sends direction messages to moving modules which pass by. Moving modules just follow orders and thus require almost no
processing. The only remaining work is the safety checks performed when assembling/disassembling columns of L-groups. This entails (1) directing any adjacent
moving modules to the right locations, and (2) agreeing with other members of
the same L-group when its time to disassemble or when assembly is complete. So
Robomotion needs only a constant-bounded amount of processing per L-group per
module action (or action request in case a moving module freezes and ignores repeated move direction messages). Thus, we have now outlined how Robomotion
meets all of our stated main goals: fast locomotion, guaranteed physical stability
and connectivity, and high scalability (limited memory / processing / communication per module).

3.4 Algorithm Outline: One Tunnel
Recall that:

• Each module is shaped as a cube, has unit length in each dimension, and can
slide along flat surfaces formed by other.
• A module may slide 1 unit distance in unit time and may push up to 1 module
ahead of it or 1 module behind it while moving. We assume that each module
weight of 1 unit.
• When not moving, each module can withstand > n units of compression force.
However, that module can only support a line of 3 or fewer modules hanging
from any single side.
• Each side may simultaneously support up to 3 hanging neighbor modules.
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Send MOVE - DIRECT messages to any adjacent FREE modules.
if IS - BACKEND == TRUE and DISASSEMBLE - NOW == TRUE then
Send a BECOME - BACKEND message to module in FORWARD direction.
(switch to being a FREE module after getting the reply message.)
end
if given a BECOME - BACKEND message then
Set IS - BACKEND = TRUE .
end
if IS - FRONTEND == TRUE and ASSEMBLE - NOW == TRUE then
Send a BECOME - L - GROUP message to any module in FORWARD direction.
(set IS - FRONTEND = FALSE after getting the reply message.)
end
if given a REVERSE - DIRECTION message then
Swap the values of IS - FRONTEND and IS - BACKEND.
Swap the values of FORWARD and BACKWARD directions.
end

Algorithm 1: The L-GROUP module algorithm. (high level)
if given a MOVE - DIRECT message then
Execute the requested move, if legal.
end
if given a BECOME - L - GROUP message then
Switch to being a L-GROUP module in the current location.
Set IS - FRONTEND = TRUE.
end

Algorithm 2: The FREE module algorithm. (high level)

Control for Robomotion is mostly done by controlling a single tunnel and then
repeating that control structure for each tunnel in the robot. We assume an initial
configuration of n modules, shaped as a contiguous set of solid vertical columns with an even number > 2 of modules in each dimension. We assume the robot
begins execution with each module knowing its initial role: either being a stationary L-GROUP module or being a moving FREE module. Each L-GROUP module
begins with knowledge of the forward direction (initial direction of desired locomotion) and the locations of the 2 other members of its L-group. L-GROUP modules
at the front of the robot begin with an IS - FRONTEND = TRUE status and L-GROUP
modules at the back begin with an IS - BACKEND = TRUE status while all other modules begin with FALSE for those values. If desired, we could instead broadcast a
single message with the desired direction of movement to all modules and then each
module could quickly calculate its own role and L-group neighbors.
Modules may send and receive messages with neighbors to which they are directly attached. We assume these messages may be lost when communicated but,
if sent successfully, they arrive instantly. Modules may delay in their movement or
computation but will never fail. To handle message drops, we use a question-reply
format. One module A will repeat its “question” message to module B until B sends
back a “reply” message confirming that it successfully received A’s message (or until A no longer desires to send its initial message). Module B just assumes that, if its
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reply message is lost, there will be another chance to reply when A repeats its initial
question message. All messages used by Robomotion are designed so no error occurs if duplicate messages are received. For control of a tunnel as a single unit, we
assume an external controller (i.e. a human at a laptop) which can broadcast signals
to the robot to tell it to reverse its movement direction or make an orthogonal turn.
These commands are then executed by individual modules in a distributed fashion.
Given the initial movement direction chosen, our goal is to generate locomotion
in that direction indefinitely, or until a REVERSE - DIRECTION request is received.
For each request, the robot will eventually succeed in reversing the direction of
locomotion throughout every tunnel. At all times the robot will be in a configuration
which is physically stable in the presence of gravity.
Note: A simple method for initialization is to choose a single module as the starting point and then propagate out an initialization message to all other modules.
Each module can then determine its own role and L-group neighbors based on the
role/neighbors of the adjacent module which passed along the initialization message.
The psuedo-code shown in Algorithms 1 and 2 we give a high-level view of how
modules interact within a tunnel. In that code, a “legal” move for a FREE module is one where it moves into an unoccupied space and has a solid path to travel
into that space (i.e. a flat surface made by 2 adjacent L-GROUP modules). The
DISASSEMBLE - NOW and ASSEMBLE - NOW variables are explained in the next subsection. Later, subsection 3.6 gives further descriptions of how we execute orthogonal turns or handle situations where only some modules receive a given broadcast
signal from the external controller. Full details and proofs are omitted here due to
length requirements.

if a DIS - READY message is received from above then
Set DIS - READY- UP = TRUE.
end
if a DIS - READY message from a side direction then
Set DIS - READY- SIDE = TRUE.
end
if DIS - READY- UP == TRUE and DIS - READY- SIDE == TRUE and no adjacent modules in
BACKWARD direction then
Set DISASSEMBLE - NOW = TRUE.
Send a DIS - READY message to the L-group modules below.
Send a DIS - READY message to the L-group modules in side directions.
end

Algorithm 3: The L-GROUP module collaboration algorithm. (high level)

3.5 Algorithm Outline: Connecting Adjacent Tunnels
With a working algorithm to generate locomotion with one tunnel, we now only
need to keep adjacent tunnels moving at about the same rate. We do this by passing messages through a slice whenever an L-group determines that it has finished
assembling or is safe to be disassembled. Algorithm 3, which would also be run
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by L-GROUP modules, shows how this works for disassembly. Whenever a module
switches to an L-GROUP algorithm, it initializes DIS - READY- UP = TRUE if there
are no other L-groups above it and DIS - READY- SIDE = TRUE if there is no other Lgroup to one side of its L-group. Otherwise these values are initialized to FALSE. A
process similar to this would be done for assembly and the ASSEMBLE - NOW safety
check variable.
This algorithm allows us to effectively disassemble 1 slice at a time at the back
of the robot and assemble just 1 slice at a time at the front of the robot. If messages passed move much faster than moving modules (which they would in a real
hardware implementation) then the messages signaling that its safe to disassemble
a slice of columns will propagate through the entire slice before any of its modules
have room to move into nearby tunnels. Even if messages are slow then the only
affect is a slight delay between the tops of columns starting disassembly and the
bottom modules starting since moving modules will have to wait for similarly slow
messages to get movement directions.

3.6 Other Challenges Solved
Convex-corner Transitions Many existing hardware implementations cannot perform convex-corner turns and using several individual modules to form groups of fully functional “meta-modules” is expensive and unwieldly. However, there are two viable options for getting individual modules around a convex-corner. Option 1 is to have that module
travel along a 3rd surface which is orthogonal to the surfaces
Fig. 5 Options 1 (top)
making that corner. Figure 5 shows an example of this. Op- and Option 2 for aiding
tion 2 would be for a second moving module to come and convex-corner transitionpush the first module past that convex-corner, or pull the s.
first module back from that corner.
For Robomotion, the only convex-corner transitions needed are when an L-group
is being disassembled or assembled. We have 2 methods that can allow these corner movements, one method for each of our 2 options given previously. Method
1 is to have at least 3 modules “beyond” the last L-group in the tunnel. That is,
behind the back of the tunnel (and back of the robot) or in front of the front
of the tunnel/robot. In this case two of those modules, along with the next L-group in the tunnel, act as a 3rd orthogonal surface for other modules
to travel in or out of the tunnel. For our second
method, we simply have a FREE module wait at
the end of the tunnel, making a flat surface at the
back of the robot with the last L-group in that tunnel. Now any module “beyond” that L-group can slide next to that waiting FREE module, and the waiting module could pull it into the tunnel. Conversely, a waiting module at the front of the tunnel could

Fig. 6 A tunnel beginning a turn. Yellow modules are FREE and purple
modules are part of the
new orthogonal tunnel.
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be pushed out beyond the frontmost L-group by another FREE module coming behind it in the tunnel.
Making orthogonal turns Conceptually, making a tunnel
turn is simple: change one L-GROUP module to FREE and
when it moves a gap is formed to start a new tunnel. In practice we need modules in the frontmost 2 L-groups to reset
their roles, forming 2 new L-groups facing in the desired
orthogonal direction. Figure 6 shows an example of this.
One of those new L-groups will also communicate with the
last L-group in the old tunnel to eventually take over the
IS - BACKEND status and disassemble that last L-group in the old tunnel. Finally, to
coordinate multi-tunnel turns, only every other L-group is marked as a “valid” turn
starter. Since tunnels have a 2-module width, this prevents the formation of incompatible parallel tunnels due to an “off by one” error.
Module Delays Movement through the interior of the robot is acyclic (forward or
backward in a tunnel), so no deadlock can occur. Similarly, dependancies between
adjacent L-groups (for safety checks) are 1-directional and so deadlock is avoided.
Finally, within an L-group, 1 module (designated by being in the middle) makes
all the group decisions. It acts on these decisions after getting confirmation from
the other 2 L-group members, so no race conditions or deadlocks occur within an
L-group. Thus, Robomotion can withstand delays in module movement or computation without error.
Delays of external messages For our model, we anticipate that an external control
may be used to send “change locomotion direction” messages to the robot as a
whole. The robot is composed of many individual modules and so there could be
delays in passing such an external message to all modules in the robot. To handle
these delays, we place a time stamp on all external messages. This time stamp is
the only use of memory that would not be constant-bounded. However, even this is
bounded if modules are trusted to respond to such external messages within some
large time span, after which we can reset the time stamp counter to zero.

3.7 Shape and Terrain Limitations
Robomotion can achieve stable locomotion for any shape that
can be composed from vertical towers of modules with small overhangs. This is because setting a constant bound on the
shear or tension force experienced by any module also sets a
constant bound on the length of any overhang coming off any
Fig. 7 Very long
tower (given the weights of modules in that overhang). Any overhangs will likely
physically stable configuration of modules faces this limitation. break.
Stronger materials or careful arrangement of modules could in-
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crease the constant factor length. However, the overhang would be bounded by a
constant regardless.
Considering terrain with obstacles, Robomotion can travel around obstacles but
not as naturally as algorithms like Waterflow or MMM. If Robomotion is confronted
with a few obstacles, it can turn to move around them or could “turn” one tunnel
into an adjacent one, merging them, to flow through small gaps. However, for a
complex maze or “briar patch” of obstacles, then it may not be worth constructing
Robomotion’s high-speed tunnels. In these cases we may have to accept that there
is no fast way to travel through and resort to using the Waterflow method (so we can
still have physical stability) until we’ve moved past those obstacles. The situation
is like building highways in a mountainous region: the faster we want to go, the
straighter and smother the road needs to be

4 Simulation Results
In addition to our theoretical results, we have also simulated our Robomotion algorithm to experimentally verify its performance. Our simulation is written in Java and
can optionally use Java3D to display the robot modules. The basis of this simulation
was meant to aid us in making comparisons to the leading locomotion algorithm in
prior work: the Million Module March. While our simulation runs on a serial computer, it is a distributed rather than centralized implementation in that each module
executes its own independent algorithm. We enforce that the only communication
between modules is message passing between adjacent, connected modules. For
sensing, a module A (which is cube shaped) can detect if it has an adjacent neighbor on any of its 6 sides or if it can safely move forward into an adjacent lattice
location. Since our modules can not make convex-corner transitions, this means that
the space is open and that there is a flat surface for travel (i.e. adjacent neighbor
modules) between A’s current location and the desired new lattice location.
Modules do not know their global positions. The total robot configuration and
shape is not known by any module and is not known by any external controller.
Thus, each module is forced to act based only on local information or on messages
received from adjacent modules. Also, since there is no global knowledge of module
positions, any external controller cannot specify exact placements for modules in a
desired configuration. Instead, we allow less exact specifications like direction and
distance for locomotion or the desired number of parallel tunnels at the front of the
robot. This method for controlling the robot is more limiting, but we believe it is
more realistic for a scalable system in real hardware since it allows us to use only a
constant amount of memory within each module.
Since our simulation runs on a single processor, the modules of course must
execute in a serialized fashion. However, to make this more realistic, at the start of
the simulation a randomized order is chosen for the modules. Our simulation then
executes in iterations. Within each iteration the modules execute in the randomized
order that was chosen and, when its turn comes, each module executes its current
algorithm.
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To simulate message passing, a message sent from module A to module B will
be placed on a queue for B when A executes its algorithm. Module B will then read
all messages on its queue whenever it has its next turn to execute its own algorithm. Note that this implementation actually makes Robomotion appear slower than it
would be when executed on actual hardware. This is because messages sent between
modules typically take 1 iteration for travel, the same travel time as a physical module moving between adjacent lattice locations. This communication delay occurs
more in Robomotion than in other locomotion algorithms because of our questionreply format for handling messages (used to avoid errors due to dropped messages).

4.1 Speed Comparisons

Fig. 8 Left: Robomotion stays fast even with huge numbers of modules in the robot.
Right: Robomotion SAM rate remains high even as the number of modules grows large.

To make our comparison as direct as possible, we executed simulations for the
same test that was performed for the Million Module March algorithm. We ran
cube-shaped collections of n modules a distance of n1/3 − 1 module lengths over flat
ground. This distance was chosen by the MMM authors because n1/3 is the length of
1 side of the robot’s cubic shape and they wanted a 1-module length overlap between
the start and goal locations for the robot. Tests were run for different values of n to
see how the algorithm performed for different robot sizes. The most important speed
statistic for a locomotion algorithm is probably how long it takes the robot to travel
a single module-length or “unit” distance. Thus, we took the total number of time
steps taken by a robot during a locomotion test and divided by the n1/3 − 1 distance
traveled for robots of size n. Statistics for Robomotion come from our simulation
while numbers for MMM are taken from its own publication. [12]
For this test we have also simulated a simple implementation of the “Waterflow”
style of locomotion to use as a baseline comparison along with MMM and Robomotion. As mentioned earlier in our Related Work Section (Section 2), Waterflow
is a style of algorithm where modules at the back of the robot slide up, slide across
the top of the robot, and then slide down the front to become the new front of the
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robot. In this way, the modules tend to “flow” like water toward the desired goal
location. Many different research groups have devised different ways to control this
style of locomotion, yet any implementation should have roughly the same module
movements and so should give roughly the same locomotion speed (differing only
by small constant factors).
In Figure 8 we illustrate the statistical speed comparison between these 3 key
locomotion algorithms. Here a “time step” is the time for a single module to move a
single module length (unit distance). Experimentally, we found that the running time
for the Waterflow algorithm had near-perfect linear growth compared to n1/3 , where
n is the number of modules in the robot. Up through robots of size 403 MMM had
similar running time growth, but was less efficient than Waterflow. However, from
n = 403 to n = 753 MMM actually had a slight speed-up. We’re not sure of the cause,
but one educated guess is that traveling a longer distance (49 and 74 unit distances
for the last 2 data points shown) gave modules in the robot enough time to spread out
into a flatter robot shape. The dense cube shape of the initial configuration probably
limited movement.
Meanwhile, the running time for our Robomotion algorithm is a stark contrast to
the other two. We maintain near-constant speed for all values of n that we tested.
Specifically, the running time hovered between 12.33 time steps per unit distance
traveled for n = 103 and 13.43 for n = 803 = 512, 000 modules. This consistent
performance is not surprising since each “tunnel” through the robot is predominantly independent of all others. The only slight delays are the message checks
sent between tunnels to keep any one from getting ahead of (or falling behind) in its
movement speed compared to adjacent tunnels. Experimentally, there was very little
effect (less than 1 time step per unit distance traveled) when we added these checks
to our algorithm. If implemented on actual hardware, we expect the effect would
be even smaller since messages should travel much faster than moving modules but
our simulation used 1 time step for either action. On hardware, we also expect that
Robomotion and Waterflow would both gain in speed since these algorithms have
modules travel long straight distances, from the robot’s back to its front. These modules could increase movement speed or conserve momentum by not stopping during
this trip since there’s no need to re-plan their travel path.
In addition to the speed of the robot, we also looked at the Simultaneous Active
Movement (SAM) rate for these 3 locomotion algorithms. Recall that we defined
this measure in Section 3 as the ratio of the number of moving modules compared to
the total number of modules in the robot. Figure 8 shows the average percentage of
modules that were moving at any given time, which is basically just taking the total
number of actuations made and dividing by the total time steps taken and by the total
number of modules. The results in this graph are very similar to the previous graph.
Waterfow and MMM both start with good SAM percentages, but lose efficiency as
the number of modules in the robot grows large. This time it is Waterflow which
is slightly less efficient, and beyond n = 403 there is again a slight improvement
for MMM. In contrast to these effects, Robomotion once again remains steady, and
fast, ranging from about 9.8% to 7.5% as the number of modules increase. We note
that while Robomotion is substantially better on both metrics, its advantage on raw
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locomotion speed seems slightly better than its SAM rate advantage. A likely cause
is that Robomotion becomes more efficient with longer tunnels, and so for large
values of n (when the cube shape is longer in each dimension) it was able to be
nearly as fast even while having a very slight drop in SAM percentage.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel locomotion algorithm for lattice-style selfreconfigurable robots. This algorithm is highly scalable, produces movement which
is more efficient than prior locomotion approaches, and always keeps the robot physically stable in the presence of gravity. We do this without using convex-corner
transitions and withstand possible failures in message passing and delays in module execution. Thus, we believe this to be a good step toward developing scalable
control algorithms which would actually work on real hardware implementations.
For future work, the way in which we make orthogonal turns is one potential area.
Our current algorithm focuses on individual tunnels, so turning multiple tunnels can
be inefficient. Extending our algorithm to very rough terrain is another important
step, but is difficult for any physically stable algorithm. As we’ve described, straight
support columns must be maintained for any configuration to minimize shear and
tension forces. A likely compromise may be a heuristic-based algorithm that uses
Robomotion for flat or semi-rough terrain but reverts to Waterflow when faced with
highly irregular terrain (where high-speed locomotion may be impossible anyway).
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